HEALTHIER AT HOME
WITH RECOVER CARE

At Recover Care at Home, we care for individuals as though they are a member of our own family. Care is
embedded in our name and we passionately live out our mission of providing superior consistency of care. The best
place to receive care is in a controlled environment that can help keep the client Healthier at Home.
While enhancing the lives of seniors, our private pay services are provided in the comfort of each client’s home—
WHEREVER the client calls home—and can be customized to meet each client’s unique needs.
The Recover Care Commitment
We focus on the client’s quality of life and strive to reduce hospitalizations
We ensure consistency and continuity of care…clients see the same
caregivers each time
We utilize a best-fit match—matching clients with caregivers to ensure a
compatible relationship
We provide a 2-hour minimum visit (most competitors require 3-4
hours minimum)
We provide quality care for an affordable fee (on average, $3 less/hour
than our competitors)
We provide our staff with a high level of individualized, in-depth competency
training in various settings, so caregivers are prepared for any scenario
Staff is paid at a higher rate than industry average, ensuring longer tenure
Our Family Room online portal provides real time, transparency into the care
of their loved ones with care schedules and care logs at the fingertips of
family members
We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee
What people are saying…
“Recover Care at Home has stepped in alongside us with such care and concern.
I have many clients who simply need that added blessing of consistent day-to-day
nursing-in-home care…I can trust Recover Care at Home to come in and do an
honest evaluation with a fair price. Angela has always stepped in right alongside of
me. URMore Care Services looks to Recover Care first when situations come where
we need to partner with another agency to assist with our clients. So grateful!”
Heather, URMore Care Services (referral partner)

“Heidi is just a pleasure
to work with, sweet and
she helps with everything.
She is just a gem!!”
Betty

If you are interested in learning more or signing up, contact your RN Case Manager or reach
out directly to Recover Care at Home by calling or emailing with the information below.

(952) 230-6332 recovercare@recoverhealth.org www.recovercare.org
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